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Summary 

A 30-kV proton injector designed for matching 
a 31-mA proton beam into the radio-frequency quad
rupo 1 e (RFQ) sect i on of the PI GH I acce 1 erator has 
been constructed and tested. Thi s injector uses a 
small efficient duoplasmatron ion source and a 
single-gap extraction system for creating a con
vergent ion beam, and a three-element unipotential 
einzel lens for focusing the ion beam into the RFQ. 
A description of this prototype injector is pre
sented, along with the experimental data obtained 
during the testing of this system. 

Introduction 

Under the PIGHI (Pion Generator for Medical 
Irradiations) program at the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, the major technologies for constructing 
a compact linear accelerator for pion therapy have 
been identified and developed, and the configura
tion of this accelerator has been described. 1 The 
PIGHI accelerator begins with a small proton injec
tor, followed by an RFQ linac. 

The RFQ linac dramatically simplifies the low
energy end of the accelerator. I t can accept a 
30-keV proton beam from the injector and accelerate 
it to 2.5 MeV in 1.8 m, at which point the beam is 
easily injected into the conventional drift-tube 
linac. In addition, the RFQ also provides >90% 
capture of the 31-mA proton beam, as well as radial 
focusing. Thus, the RFQ has eliminated the need 
for a large high-voltage Cockcroft-Walton power 
supply, a complex multicavity buncher system, an 
extensive low-energy beam-transport system, and 
associated control instrumentation. 

The 30-keV injection energy was chosen to 
minimize the length of the RFQ with the optimum 
capture efficiency, while allowing reliable opera
tion of the single-gap high-brightness extraction 
system. Injector operation at 30 kV dramatically 
simpl ifies the design and makes the system small 
while increasing the reliability. In addition, 
this low injection energy for the RFQ allows elec
trostatic focusing of the ions because it is more 
effective than magnetic focusing at this energy. 
Thus, an einzel lens can be used to match the 
30-keV proton beam from the injector into the RFQ. 

In the PIGMI experimental program, a prototype 
of this compact 30-kV injector has been constructed 
and tested. This injector contains a small, effi
cient duoplasmatron ion source, a single-gap 
extraction system, an einzel lens, and diagnostics 
equipment enclosed in a small re-entrant vacuum 
chamber that attaches directly to the vacuum 
housing of the RFQ. A self-contained equipment 
cabinet contains the electronics, power supplies, 
and other systems to operate the ion source, 
extraction system, vacuum system, and einzel lens. 

*Work supported by the US Department of Energy and 
by the National Cancer Institute, Division of 
Research Resources and Centers, Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare. 

Injector Description 

Duoplasmatron Ion Source 
A new duoplasmatron ion source was constructed 

for this rrototype injector. This small ion source 
uses the same filament, intermediate electrode, 
pl asma aperture, and pl asma expansion-cup geometry 
as the previous PIG~11 injector,z but has a smaller 
anode housing, a more compact arc magnet coil, and 
a simpler water-coolinq system. The water cooling 
is maintained by channels cut into the copper 
housing for the arc magnet coil. The housing is 
brazed onto the intermediate electrode so that the 
coil is not exposed directly to the water. Mag
netic field calculations were used to scale down 
the anode hous i ng and arc magnet coi 1 to give the 
same magnetic field between the intermediate elec
trode and anOde as measured in the previous source, 
with only a small increase of the magnet coi 1 amp
turns. The final design for this duoplasmatron is 
seen in the cutaway view of the injector shol'Jn in 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1.J Cutaway view of the 30-kV injector. 
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The iron plasma-expansion cup in this duoplas
matron uses a boron nitride insulator along the 
straight s ide of the cup. This self- biasing elec
trode, suggested by Bacon 3 for this geometry, 
increases the proton fraction in the extracted ion 
beam to 90 % or more, compared to the 70% this geom
etry yields without the insul ator. ~ 

Extr act ion System and Vacuum Housing 
Th e cutaway view of the injector in Fig. 1 

also shows the arrangement of the 30-kV extraction 
gap and high-voltage isolation of the ion source 
within the re-entrant vacuum housing. The high
voltage isolation is maintained by a single glass 
insulator he ld between two O-ring surfaces by 
perma li bo lt s. The rad i a 1 ali gnment of the ion 
source i s maintained by precision-machined lips on 
each su rface. The outside of the insulator and the 
permali bolts are enclosed in a pressurized Lucite 
dust cover (1 atm ps i g of nitrogen gas) to insure 
against breakdown across the in sul ator caused by 
dust or moisture. 

As seen in Fig. 1, the ions are extracted from 
the duoplasmatron by a single gap 30-kV extraction 
system. The focus electrode and ex tractor elec
t rode in thi s system were des i gned with the ion 
extraction code SNOWs to give a small convergent 
beam of 31 mA at 30 kV, with a lo5-cm extraction 
gap. To prevent e lectrons (generated in the resid
ual gas by the ion beam) from backstreaming through 
the extract i on gap to the ion sou r c e, a magnet i c 
dipole field i s maintained just beyond the extrac
tion electrode by sma ll permanent magnets. 

A turbomolecular pump located near the ion 
source eff iciently pumps the gas lo ad in the 
extraction gap. The gas in the transport system 
is pumped directly by the RFQ vacuum system, 
because the injector housing is bolted directly to 
the acce lerator. This arrangement, coupled with 
the small apertures between the various regions, 
will a llow differential pumping and a large pres 
sure d iff erence between the i on source and 
accelerator. 

Beam Transport and Oiagnostics 
As previously mentioned, the low energy of the 

proton beam and the close coupling of the injector 
and RFQ allow the ions to be focused into the RFQ 
with an electrostatic lens. A three-element unipo
tential l ens was designed, along with the extrac
tion sys tem, to accomplish this task. The calcu
lated beam optics for the final design of this sys
tem, with a 31-mA proton beam, is shown in Fig. 2. 

As see n in Fig. 2., a drift space of -4.5 cm 
exists between the back of the extractor electrode 
and the first e lectrode of the einzel len s . This 

Z (em) 

space has been used for in sert i on of beam
diagnostics equipment. A biased beam stop and a 
multiwire beam harp can be individually in ser ted 
to measure the extracted ion current or beam pro
file. In addition, a small window-frame steering 
magnet can be inserted to magnetically steer the 
extracted ion beam through the e inz e l lens and into 
the RFQ. This steering can be used to compensate 
for small misalignments in th e sys tem. 

Equipment Cabinet 
Th e equipment cabinet, shown in Fig. 3 with 

the injector mounted, is a self-contained system 
for operating the injector. The entire high
voltage region of the injector has been enclosed 
in an interlocked, grounded cabinet (76 in. high 
by 24 in. wide by 41 in. deep). As seen in Fig. 3, 
the front half of the cabi net conta ins, from the 
bottom up, the turbomolecular pump power s upplies; 
the hi gh-voltage power supply; the ion source power 
suppl i es located at high voltage; an osci lloscope 
for monito ring the arc pulse; the e inzel-lens con
trol and meter; the pulsing and timing controls 
and the interlock system; and the ionization gauge 
contro 11 er. The rear port i on of the cabi net con
tains the high-voltage isolation transformer (rated 
for 3 kVA at 50 kV), the hydrogen gas bottle, reg
ulator and gas distribution system, the ac distri
bution panel, the high-voltage crowbar system, the 
einzel-lens power supply, and the c l osed- loop cool 
ing system for the ion source. An interlocked 
Lucite rear door gives easy access to the high
voltag e region in the cabinet, and thus to the back 
of the i on sou rce and the as soc i ated power sup
plies. This makes routine maintenance and trouble
shooting of the system very easy and rapid. Also, 
the transparent door allows in spec tion of the sys
tem during operation. In addition, the panels on 
both sides of the cabi net can be removed and the 
high-volt age region is visible during operation 
through interlocked Lucite panels with in the cab
inet. 

A lthough all of the power supp 1 i es for oper
ating the ion source are loca t ed at high voltage, 
the manual control for the power supplies, as we ll 
as the s teppi ng motors for computer contro l, are 
located at grou nd potent i a 1 with i nsu 1 ated shafts 
to the control Variacs. All meters for the power 
supplies are located at hi gh voltage, but are 
visible through glass windows on the front panel 
of the cabinet. The oscilloscope and current 
transformer used to monitor the arc pul se are at 
ground potent i a 1, with the current 1 ead from the 
arc pu 1 ser to the i on source i so 1 ated through the 
current transformer. The timing pulse for the 
tran sistor arc pulser and power supp ly is supp lied 

Fig. 2. Calculated ion-beam opt ics for the 30-kV injector, including the einzel len s. 
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Fig. 3. The 30-kV injector and equipment cabinet. 

from the master timer at ground potent i a 1 through 
a fiber-optics link. Space has been left in the 
injector high-voltage region for a microprocessor 
to monitor the ion-source power suppl ies and pro
vide the information to the control system for the 
accelerator through another fiber-optics link. 

The high voltage in the cabinet is supplied 
by a rack-mounted power supply located just below 
the high-voltage region. The high voltage for the 
einzel lens is suppl ied by a small potted high
voltage power supply controlled by a Variac. The 
high-voltage isolation transformer is mounted on 
the rear floor of the cabinet. The hydrogen gas 
bottle also is mounted on the rear floor of the 
cabinet at ground potential, with the high-pressure 
gas (-20 psi) fed from the regulator to the 
hydrogen flow system in the high-voltage region 
through PVC tubing. The closed-cycle water system 
for the ion source is located on the rear floor of 
the high-voltage region in the cabinet; the water 
system contains a submersible vane pump mounted in 
a 10- ~ water reservoir, and a small automotive 
heater radiator mounted on a Lucite frame below the 
exhaust fan located in the top of the equipment 
cabinet. 

Experimental Results 

The prototype 30-kV injector system has been 
assembled and successfully tested. The assembled 
system was tested as shown in Fig. 3, but with sev
eral additional di agnostics beam boxes, one which 
had a 120-Ms turbomolecular pump attached to it. 
For these tests the typical operating parameters 
were 

Arc voltage 
Arc current 
Arc magnet current 
Filament current 
Hydrogen gas flow 
Arc chamber pressure 

Column pressure 
Einzel 1 ens voltage 

120 V 
IS to 20 A 
0.9 A 
30 A 
1.0 atm cc/min 
180 microns 

6 x 10-6 torr 
o to 32 kV 

The injector was operated at 60 Hz, with a 75-us 
pu 1 se wi dth; it produced a 2S-mA i on beam with a 
31-kV extraction voltage. The extracted current 
increased to 30 mA at 33 kV, indicating that the 
extraction gap must be shortened to obtain the 
required 31 mA of protons at 30 keV. 

During testing of the injector, an emittance 
measuring station was positioned with the slits at 
the same position as the RFQ entrance would be 
during accelerator operation. Emittance scans made 
at 31 keV, with an extracted beam current of 25 mA, 
gave a normalized emittance of 0.039n cm'mrad for 
96 % of the beam. This is in excellent agreement 
with the normalized emittance of 0.037n cm'mrad 
measured for this source, with a 25-mA beam at 
112 keV, on the LAMPF ion-source test stand. Meas
urements on the test stand also showed that the 
proton fraction in the beam was -90 %, and that the 
ion source could operate stably at a 6% duty 
factor. 

The emittance measurements at 31 keV were made 
using the einzel lens; therefore, these measure
ment s inc 1 ude the aberrat ions of the 1 ens, a pos
sible explanation for the small difference in the 
two measurements described above. However, these 
emittance measurements also showed that the einzel 
lens could be adjusted to produce a converging beam 
with the proper match for the RFQ, as shown in 
Fig. 4., where the acceptance of the RFQ, the 
experimental phase space of a 2S-mA beam, and the 
calculated phase space for a 31- mA beam are over
laid on the same plot. 

During magnetic field measurements it was 
found that the flux leakage into the plasma expan
sion cup of the new duoplasmatron was almost double 
the value measured on the larger version of this 
source. Th is is probab ly from saturat i on caused 
by using a thinner and smaller iron anode housing; 
this is also suspected as the cause of the larger 
emittance from this ion source (-0.04n cm·mrad) 
relative to the emittance of the larger version of 
the ion source (-0.03n cm·mrad). However, small 
changes in the anode aperture mounting arrangement 
could reduce the flux leakage and increase the 
brightness of this injector, if necessary for 
accelerator operation. 
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Fig. 4. Overlay of calculated (dots) and measured 
(vertical lined area) ion-beam phase space 
with the calcul ated acceptance (ell ipse) 
for the RFQ. 
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